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About Your Professor
Thomas F. Madden
Thomas F. Madden is a professor of history and director of the Center for
Medieval and Renaissance Studies at Saint Louis University. His publications
include Empires of Trust: How Rome Built—and America Is Building—a New
World (Dutton, 2008), The New Concise History of the Crusades (Rowman
and Littlefield, 2005), Enrico Dandolo and the Rise of Venice (Johns Hopkins
University Press, 2003), and The Fourth Crusade: The Conquest of
Constantinople (University of Pennsylvania Press, 1997), coauthored with
Donald E. Queller. He is a recognized expert on pre-modern history, frequently appearing in such venues as the New York Times, Washington Post,
USA Today, National Public Radio, the Discovery Channel, and the History
Channel. His scholarly awards include the Haskins Medal of the Medieval
Academy of America and the Otto Gründler Prize of the Medieval Institute.

The following books provide an excellent supplement to the lectures in
this course:
David Nicholas’s The Evolution of the Medieval World: Society, Government
and Thought in Europe, 312–1500 (Upper Saddle River, NJ: Longman
Publishing Group, 1992).
John M. Riddle’s A History of the Middle Ages: 300–1500 (Lanham, MD:
Rowman & Littlefield, 2008).
Brian Tierney and Sidney Painter’s Western Europe in the Middle Ages:
300–1475, 6th ed. (Columbus, OH: McGraw-Hill, 1998).
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Banquet scene from a twelfth-century French manuscript.

Introduction
When we refer to something as “medieval” we seldom mean it as a compliment. After all, the “Dark Ages” was a time of superstition, ignorance, and
violence. It was an interlude between the magnificence of ancient Rome and
the rebirth of learning during the Renaissance.
In this course, we will see the error of this commonly held assumption. Rather
than a time of darkness, the Middle Ages saw extraordinary innovation, invention, and cultural vitality. It was the Middle Ages that gave us universities, vernacular literature, and the extraordinary beauty of Gothic architecture.
Medieval monks perfected the art of the book, and mendicant scholars
developed new ways of looking at the universe. The modern economy, with
its banks, companies, and insurance, is itself a medieval invention. So, too, is
the modern state, which grew directly out of the parliamentary systems pioneered during the Middle Ages.
To study the medieval world, then, is not only to study a time that has
passed away. It is to study the birth of a new culture that would mature into
the modern West. Whether we know it or not, the world we live in today is
itself the product of the Middle Ages—not “Dark,” but remarkably bright.
5

Lecture 1:
The Legacy of Rome and
the Coming of the Germans
The Suggested Reading for this lecture is Peter Heather’s Goths and
Romans: AD 332–489.

he Middle Ages was founded on the ashes of an empire. The
extraordinary achievement of the Roman Empire in the West
began to crumble in the third century A.D. and finally collapsed
in the fifth century. In the ruins of the empire there were many
different peoples. Most numerous, of course, were the Romans. With the fall
of the empire, their lives had changed dramatically, albeit gradually. The
great cities emptied out, since the infrastructure to maintain and supply them
no longer existed. Many of them were completely abandoned, and those that
remained were largely given over to ruins. Faced with the calculus of survival,
many of the urban dwelling Romans moved to the countryside, where they
exchanged their labor for food and protection on the great villas and manors.
These Romans were Catholic Christians. Although the aristocracy in the
cities and country were still reasonably well educated into the seventh century, they represented a dwindling segment of the population.
Into this mix were added the Germanic barbarians, who had begun entering
the empire centuries before. Several of the Germanic tribes, such as the
Goths, Vandals, and Alans, had lived on the frontiers of Rome for a very long
time. Although they were kept outside, they naturally soaked up some of the
culture of the empire. Latin became their language—or at least a version of it.
They affected Roman manners and envied and admired Roman wealth and
customs. For them, the definition of high culture and governmental authority
was Rome and they, in general, wanted to be a part of it. They had also been
evangelized by Roman missionaries from the East, although the missionaries
were Arians, a heresy that went in and out of fashion in the eastern empire.
This would cause problems and frictions in later centuries between the
Germans and the Catholic Romans of the West.

LECTURE ONE

It is sometimes said that the new Western culture forged in the Middle Ages
is a mixture of ancient Roman, German barbarian, and Christian. There is
much truth in that. Although the Roman Empire was destroyed in the West,
much of its culture still continued on. Language is an obvious example. Latin
survived in two forms. As communication and travel broke down spoken versions of Latin developed into the numerous forms and dialects of the
Romance languages, such as French, Italian, and Spanish. However, no
rules existed for writing these new languages, so the Latin of grammar books
remained alive as the international form of literature and upper-level discourse. Latin in this form would remain the language of learning, law, and the
Church throughout the Middle Ages.
Roman law also survived, although it had to make room for German customary law as well. By the third century A.D., Roman law had become
6

extraordinarily complex and unruly. Aside from the laws of the Republic, it contained the decisions of centuries of jurists as well as the decrees of emperors.
Theodosius I had produced a codification of the law, but it was still quite large.
A simple lawyer required one hundred six books to practice. In the sixth century, Emperor Justinian ordered legal scholars in Constantinople to produce a
new, streamlined code. The Corpus iuris civilis, or Justinianic Code, was a
monumental effort produced in just five years (528–33). It consisted of three
main parts: (1) The Code was a collection of imperial constitutions based
on the Theodosian Code with all contradictions and obsolete laws removed.
(2) The Digest contained case law as well as the collected opinions of learned
lawyers organized by specific points of law. (3) Finally, the Institutions was a
training manual for beginning lawyers. Added to this was the Novels, which
would contain new laws promulgated by Justinian and his successors. The
Corpus made clear that the Roman Empire, even in the sixth century, was still
vibrantly alive. It would become the model of Roman law for the West and
remains the basis for law codes today.

© Clipart.com

Germanic law was very different. The product of illiterate tribesmen,
Germanic law was customary. In other words, it was based on spoken traditions that went back as far as anyone could remember. Above all, Germanic
law was based on the tribe and the individual’s place within it. For Germans,
the law was bound to the tribesman. So, for example, a Vandal who traveled
among other Germans should still be bound by his own law. This was implemented directly with the conquest of the Roman Empire, since the Romans
lived under Roman law and the Germans lived under their own completely
separate law. Although the Romans considered such a thing to be barbaric,

Germanic thing, an illustration after the depiction in a relief of the
Column of Marcus Aurelius (193 A.D.)
A thing or ting was the governing assembly in Germanic societies, made up of the free people of
the community and presided over by lawspeakers. Today the term lives on in the official names of
national legislatures and political and judicial institutions in the North-Germanic countries (for example, the Norwegian Storting, or “the Grand Assembly/Thing”).
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they were not in a position to object. Unlike Romans, the Germans did not
accept an equality before the law. Women had far fewer rights, as did those of
lower station. Yet within Germanic law was the kernel of a democratic spirit.
Tribal chiefs could not act without consulting their war councils, in which much
of the power lay. Germans had further adopted the practice of wergild to put a
stop to blood feuds. Although the strength of Rome had always been its ability
to assimilate diverse cultures, this was difficult with the Germans, thus causing
a rapid balkanization of Europe.

LECTURE ONE

© Christy Matthews/shutterstock.com

Roman buildings and other structures continued to be used in some parts of
Europe, although many fell into disrepair. Roman aqueducts continued to
function and Roman roads, while more dangerous, were still in use. The
Roman basilica style of building, a high rectangular building with lower side
aisles, was adopted by medieval builders for churches, which were one of the
few stone building types still produced that were not fortified. This
Romanesque style also included the classic Roman arch. Roman provincial
administrative centers, called civitates, were mostly abandoned in the late
fifth and early sixth century—at least in Gaul. These were also the seats of
ecclesiastical dioceses, so later in the sixth century bishops began returning
to them. Under the Merovingians, the military governor took on the title of
count, while the bishops took over the cities.

The Roman Aqueduct at Segovia, Spain
The Roman-built aqueduct is a UNESCO World Heritage Site. It was constructed sometime
between the mid-first century A.D. and the early second century. It was partially destroyed by
Moorish invaders in 1072, but was reconstructed by King Ferdinand and Queen Isabella in the
fifteenth century. The aqueduct has been in continuous use since its original completion.
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FOR GREATER UNDERSTANDING

Questions
1. Of what did the Justinianic Code consist?
2. What examples of democratic spirit existed within Germanic law?

Suggested Reading
Heather, Peter. Goths and Romans: AD 332–489. New York: Oxford
University Press, USA, 1992.

Other Books of Interest
Ward-Perkins, Bryan. The Fall of Rome: And the End of Civilization. New
York: Oxford University Press, USA, 2006.
White, Jr., Lynn, ed. The Transformation of the Roman World: Gibbon’s
Problem After Two Centuries. Berkeley: University of California
Press, 1966.
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Lecture 2:
Christianity Triumphant

The Suggested Reading for this lecture is Jaroslav Pelikan’s The
Excellent Empire: The Fall of Rome and the Triumph of the Church.

Not surprisingly, the appeal did
not have much effect. But it did
underline a remarkable change
that had taken place in the late
Roman world. The empire that
had persecuted Christianity was
itself baptized into the faith. With
the new religion came new problems for the aged empire.
Heresies that divided the faithful
now also divided the state.
Indeed, heresies like Arianism,
Donatism, and Monophysitism
were often statements of virtual
rebellion from imperial control.
Christianity also had some difficulties adjusting to its status as the
religion of power, wealth, and status. St. Augustine, the bishop of
Hippo, eased some of this
through his writings, as did other
learned Romans such as St.
Jerome and St. Ambrose. St.
Augustine responded to the
pagan criticisms in his City of
God, in which he crafted a new
and very medieval approach to
history. The rise and fall of the
10
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LECTURE TWO

n 410 A.D. the Goths sacked the city of Rome. It was the first time
in eight centuries that an enemy had breached the walls of Rome.
Naturally, people looked for an explanation to this extraordinary
and shocking event. For the pagan Romans that still existed in the
largely Christian empire, the answer was plain enough. When Rome had worshiped the ancient gods, she had flourished. It was they who had given to the
Romans an empire unrivaled in history. Yet after the conversion of Emperor
Constantine I to Christianity in 312 A.D. Rome had become steadily weaker.
Surely, they argued, this was clear evidence that Christianity was a false religion. They urged Romans to abandon Jesus Christ and return to the religion
that had made them great.

Saint Augustine of Hippo
by Sandro Boticelli, ca. 1480

City of Man, he argued, was natural and irrelevant. What mattered was the
rise of the City of God, the heavenly Jerusalem to which all were capable of
going. The emphasis on the next world over the current world would animate
the next millennium of history in the West. Augustine also took on the thorny
problem of warfare and violence, articulating a Christian just war theory,
based very much on traditional Roman ideas of just war.

Yet the bishops of Rome, or popes as they would be called, always maintained that they held primacy over the other bishops because of the binding
and loosing authority given to them by Christ. This was accepted with varying
degrees based on the situation by other prelates. After the fall of the Roman
Empire in the West, the popes were able to exercise this authority in the West,
since their contacts with the East lessened. By the twelfth century, the papacy
had annunciated a clear philosophy of papal authority and the authority of the
Church vis-à-vis secular powers, based on canon law, which was itself Roman
law. Writers such as Gregory VII, Innocent III, and Innocent IV described a situation in which secular authority flowed from God through His Church. It was
God’s will that secular authorities see to the well-being and defense of their
subjects. If, however, secular
authorities should stray from that
charge, then it called into question
their authority and might require
the Church to act. This was sometimes described by way of analogy.
The Two Lights Theory compared
authority to the sun and moon. The
pope, as Vicar of Christ on Earth,
was the greater light, while the
secular lord, whose authority came
through his anointing, was the
lesser light. Like the moon, the
light of the secular lord was merely
a reflection of the sun, the pope.
The Two Swords Theory looked to
the spiritual sword, wielded by the
11
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The Church was a product of the Roman world, so it is not surprising that its
structure closely mirrored it. Christians cared deeply for the institution of the
Church, for it was that which they believed kept them from error and administered the sacraments necessary for salvation. The foundation of the Church
was the authority given to the Apostles and especially St. Peter, who was
their leader. It was the charge of the Apostles and their successors, the bishops, to care for Christ’s flock. The bishops naturally were based in Roman
cities, which is where most Christians could be found. The bishops of the
largest cities also began to exercise control over those in smaller, regional
areas, much as the metropolitan secular authorities exercised similar control.
Three bishoprics were of particular importance: Rome, Antioch, and
Alexandria. These three patriarchates were not only the three largest cities of
the empire, but could also claim direct or indirect succession from St. Peter.
Later the patriarchs of Constantinople and Jerusalem were added to the
“pentarchy” of the Church.

pope, and the physical sword, wielded by secular rulers for the benefit of their
people and the defense of the Church. The physical must always be subject to
the spiritual.
These attempts to understand this separation of Church and State were
uniquely Western, the product of the Christianization of the Roman Empire
and the accommodation of its collapse. Unlike almost all other world civilizations, the religious institution of medieval Europe was completely separate
from the institution of the state. The purpose of this was to preserve the
Church from worldly concerns and to guarantee its freedom. This was not
always (or ever) the case, but the desire was real and it is what created the
modern Western philosophy of Church and State. It is also what began to
separate the Catholic Church in western Europe from the Orthodox Church in
the Byzantine East. The latter was much more firmly integrated into the
Byzantine state. As the popes exerted their authority over Christian society in
the West, this had a caustic effect on eastern Christians who refused to be
subject to anyone in the lands of barbarians.

LECTURE TWO

All of these factors and many more built a Christian society in western
Europe that was distinct from any other. It created a laboratory in which new
ideas and a new culture would flourish.
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FOR GREATER UNDERSTANDING

Questions
1. What cities constituted the “petrarchy” of the Church?
2. What was the Two Lights Theory?

Suggested Reading
Pelikan, Jaroslav. The Excellent Empire: The Fall of Rome and the Triumph
of the Church. New York: HarperCollinsPublishers, 1989.

Other Books of Interest
Cowdrey, H.E.J. The Cluniacs and Gregorian Reform. Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 1970.
Ullmann, Walter. Medieval Papalism: The Political Theories of the Medieval
Canonists. New York: Hyperion Press, 1981.
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Lecture 3:
Monks and Monasteries

The Suggested Reading for this lecture is Marylin Dunn’s The Emergence
of Monasticism: From the Desert Fathers to the Early Middle Ages.

In the West, which lacked
deserts, monasticism was slower
to develop. Athanasius, the sometime bishop of Alexandria, had
written a Life of St. Anthony that
was extremely popular and influential in Italy. St. Jerome, who
compiled and translated the
Vulgate and founded his own
monastery in Bethlehem, also
brought ideas of Eastern monasticism to the West. It took two main
forms. The first was the classic
hermit who, in the Western example, would retire to the forests or
mountains for solitude and asceticism. The second was a coenobitic form that frequently was
organized in urban houses or
country manors. For example,
Cassiodorus was a Roman from a
noble family and was an active
diplomat and official in the administration of Theodoric. Certain that
the old days were gone, he founded a monastery on his family’s
country estates called the
Vivarium. There he and his fellow
monks set about copying classical
14
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LECTURE THREE

hristian monasticism, like Christianity itself, began in the East. It
began in earnest in the fourth century A.D., after Christianity was
legalized and had, in fact, become fashionable. Holy men and
hermits began to move out into the deserts of Egypt and then
Syria, where they fasted and prayed. St. Anthony was remembered as the
founder of monasticism, for it was he who set out the first primitive rules for
coenobitic living in the deserts. St. Pachomius and St. Basil of Caesarea likewise founded structured monasteries (rather than scattered groups of hermits) living under an abbot and rule. A variety of monastic disciplines flowered in the East in the fourth centuries and beyond.

St. Jerome in His Study
by Domenico Ghirlandaio, ca. 1480

texts, attempting to preserve them for a future civilization that would care to
read them. In his Institutions, a manual for the monks, he insisted on a
medieval approach to knowledge, one that insisted on the superiority of the
written authority of the classical age.
Benedict of Nursia was similarly a wealthy Roman who founded several
monasteries, first in his home in the city, and later at Monte Cassino.
Benedict’s Rule, which was based on other current rules, would have an
extraordinary impact on the medieval world, particularly after the reforms of
Charlemagne defined it as the standard form of Western monasticism. Above
all, the Benedictine form of monasticism stressed humility. The monks were
bound to their monastery and to unquestioned obedience to their abbot. They
must pray and work on a regular schedule to keep from sin, especially the sin
of pride. Monks received two cooked meals per day as well as wine. Fasting
was allowed only with permission. The seven offices of prayer were said at
the same time every day. Benedictine monasteries were well suited to the
times, because they consisted of rural communities working the land. The
monks considered themselves the slaves of God, and it was therefore fitting
that they do manual labor.

© James Starbird/shutterstock.com

Benedictine monasticism spread in Europe, but it had a competitor.
Christianity had come to Ireland in the late fourth and early fifth century with
the mission of St. Patrick. Unlike in Britain, Christianity survived the barbarian
invasions, but it was largely isolated and so it developed its own brand of
Christian monasticism. Similar to the St. Anthony model, Celtic monasticism
was highly ascetic with communities of hermit huts and a central gathering
place. Rather than working in the fields, though, the Celtic monks often
devoted themselves to the copying of manuscript. Indeed, in Ireland, even
Greek classics were read and copied. The predominant rule was that of St.
Columban, which also made its way to Scotland. Missionaries also planted
the variety of monasticism on the continent, where it clashed with the

Benedict of Nursia established his first monastery, the source of the Benedictine Order, at Monte
Cassino around 529. The monastery was constructed on an older pagan site, a temple of Apollo
that crowned the hill and was enclosed by a fortifying wall above the small town of Cassino, which
was still largely pagan at the time and had recently been devastated by the Goths. Once established there, Benedict never left. At Monte Cassino he wrote the Benedictine Rule, which became
the founding principle for Western monasticism. Benedict was visited at Monte Cassino by Totila,
king of the Ostrogoths, around 543.
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Benedictine form that was less independent. Nevertheless, by the mid seventh century, Celtic monasticism was dominant in Europe.
The reforms of Charlemagne reversed that trend, enforcing the Benedictine
form of monasticism throughout the Carolingian Empire. However, the size
and quantity of monasteries continued to grow. Monasteries, both for men
and women, served important purposes. They provided support for a relatively educated population to survive in a period in which there were few if any
opportunities beyond them. Most monasteries were closely connected with
noble families, who, in the medieval context, were a warrior aristocracy.
These families donated their children and their lands to monasteries with the
expectation that the blessed monks would pray to God for them and for their
souls. As a result, some monasteries became very wealthy. Between the
upkeep of the expanded monastery and administration of its assets, monks
were increasingly less likely to do manual labor by the tenth or eleventh centuries. Instead, lay brothers would be recruited among the peasant classes to
take care of menial jobs while some of the lands and other assets would
have their own peasants or serfs.

LECTURE THREE

Wealth naturally led to corruption. Indeed, by the eleventh century many
convents and monasteries had become notorious. Several reform movements
swept through Benedictine monasticism during the medieval period. The
Cluniac reforms restored discipline and, in many cases, connected monasteries together into a network in which the mother house could oversee the
activities of daughter houses. When the Cluniacs became less zealous, the
Cistercians began their own reform of the reformers. And so too with the
Carthusians and several other reform orders. In all cases they sought to
restore discipline in the monasteries to the simple rule of St. Benedict. By
1200 there were thousands of monasteries all over western Europe. They
filled the cities and dotted the countryside.

16



FOR GREATER UNDERSTANDING

Questions
1. Why was monasticism slower to develop in the West?
2. How was Celtic monasticism similar to the St. Anthony model?

Suggested Reading
Dunn, Marilyn. The Emergence of Monasticism: From the Desert Fathers to
the Early Middle Ages. Malden, MA: Wiley-Blackwell, 2003.

Other Books of Interest
Chapman, Dom John. St. Benedict and the Sixth Century. Indianapolis, IN:
Sheed & Ward, 1929.
Leclercq, Jean. The Love of Learning and the Desire for God: A Study of
Monastic Culture. New York: Fordham University Press, 1982.
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Lecture 4:
Villas, Manors, and the Feudal System

The Suggested Reading for this lecture is Joseph R. Strayer’s Feudalism.

eudalism has become a highly charged term among medieval historians. A debate now rages among scholars as to just what it was
or, indeed, if it ever existed at all. Much of the debate, however, is
one of definition and semantics. The problem is that feudalism was
itself an inexact practice that varied from place to place and from time to
time. These nuances and details need not detain us here. Instead, what we
are seeking is a general understanding of how things worked during the
Middle Ages. And for that, we can use the term feudalism.
To understand feudalism, we must first understand manorialism. This was a
rudimentary economic system designed to provide for the necessities of life
in a time of instability. When Rome fell in the West the people in the cities,
no longer able to rely on shipments, moved to the countryside to find food.
That land in the countryside belonged to someone. In many cases it
belonged to small family farmers, with a modest house and plot of farmland.
In other cases it belonged to wealthy Romans who owned beautiful villas
with sprawling land holdings. These may or may not have been used for cultivation before, but as things began to fall apart all of them would by necessity go to cultivation.

Knights swearing oath of
fidelity to Charlemagne,
742–824 Frankish King, from
the fourteenth century French
manuscript Entrée d’Espagne
(Entry of Spain).

18
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LECTURE FOUR

During Roman times, the tax collectors would assess landholders and collect the required funds. The new Germanic lords did not have that sort of
infrastructure or economy. By the time of Charlemagne there is insufficient
money in the system to collect taxes on most lands. Instead, he required
military service: one foot soldier for every four manse and one cavalry for

every twelve manse. (A manse varied in size based on the topography, productivity, and custom.) Small landholders were unable to pay this. Aside
from the fact that they were hardly soldiers, they could not leave in the
spring during the planting season (which was also the campaigning season).
To avoid having their lands confiscated, smaller landowners began the practice of giving their property to the larger landowners. They would then
receive the lands back to work, while turning over a certain amount of produce to their lord. This allowed them to keep the lands, while the lord took
care of the king’s service as well as the protection of the lands. Thus the
small landowners became free peasants.
Serfs were also workers, although they were not free. In some cases, serfs
came from a landowner’s slaves who were emancipated when Christianity
was adopted by almost everyone. The serf is bound to the land, unable to
leave it. However, the serf is not a slave in that he or she works a set piece
of land, has a house, and gets to keep the produce that is not required by the
lord. The serf is responsible for his own welfare. As the centuries went on,
the line was sometimes blurred between serfs and peasants. However, the
general principle remained. The manor would have a demesne, on which the
lord and his household would live. The tenants, serfs, and peasants would
then be required to work a certain number of days for the lord or on his
demesne—usually two or three
days. The
remaining time
the tenants would
work on their own
property for their
upkeep. Surplus
could also be
sold in markets.

© Clipart.com

A generic plan of a
medieval manor that
was usually set up for
open-field strip farming.
The land had some
enclosures, a triennial
crop rotation, demesne
and manse, and
common woodland,
pasturage, and
meadow lands.
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Unlike manorialism, feudalism is not an economic system. Rather, it is a
means of military organization and mobilization. The wealthy noble landholders were responsible for raising troops to serve the king. They did so by
using the surplus of their lands. These were private armies that were used by
the lords to defend their own lands as well. Infantry was drawn from the local
populations, and in the earlier Middle Ages they had little training. However,
by the eighth century what the king really wanted was mounted warriors. The
arrival of the stirrup in Europe made the mounted warrior a formidable foe.
Yet it required extensive training as well as expensive equipment. Mounted
warriors, or knights, needed a sword, axe, mail shirt, helmet, shield, and at
least one horse. The horse had to be fed and cared for as well. Lords used
the surplus to recruit good men whom they trained to be good knights. All of
these knights were servants of the lord. They did not have land of their own.
Most nobles owned some lands outright during the Merovingian period.
These are called allods, or allodial lands. However, by the eighth century
more and more land was owned by the king. Rather than just handing it out
to make nobles happy, they begin the practice of loaning it out. They gave
the lands to trusted nobles who sweared to pay as a kind of rent an annual
levy of troops. These nobles became the “king’s man” and thereby did
homage for the land. To be a royal vassal held great prestige, making one a
peer of the king. Although the lands were supposed to be returned to the king
at the death of the noble, in practice the land (or fief) was inherited by the
eldest son. At first this required a bribe, yet in later years the bribe became a
customary payment. If no brothers survived a lord, a wife or daughter could
inherit a fief. However, by the military nature of the agreement, they required
a husband to administer it.

LECTURE FOUR

Feudalism lasted for centuries in medieval Europe. It began to unravel in the
late fourteenth and fifteenth centuries as a result of the return of a money
economy and the development of new military technologies. Nevertheless,
the culture of chivalry that came out of the noble mounted warriors lasted far
longer, and was idealized for generations to come.

20



FOR GREATER UNDERSTANDING

Questions
1. What were the characteristics of manorialism?
2. Who were the allods?

Suggested Reading
Strayer, Joseph R. Feudalism. Malabar, FL: Krieger Publishing Co., 1979.

Other Books of Interest
Bloch, Marc. Feudal Society. Vol. 1: The Growth and Ties of Dependence.
2nd ed. New York: Routledge, 1989.
———. Feudal Society. Vol. 2: Social Classes and Political Organisation.
2nd ed. New York: Routledge, 1989.
Ganshof, F.L. Feudalism. Reprint. Trans. Philip Grierson. Toronto: University
of Toronto Press, 1996.
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Lecture 5:
The Carolingian Renaissance

The Suggested Reading for this lecture is Max Ludwig Wolfram Laistner’s
Thought and Letters in Western Europe, A.D. 500 to 900.

harlemagne was an interesting
man. A giant in stature, he was
both a skilled warrior and a
devoted father to his pampered daughters. But he was also the one
to unify all of central Europe under his control. Although it is usually referred to as the
Carolingian Empire, it was not an empire in
any reasonable sense of the word. The
government was rudimentary, to say the
least. It had no system of public works nor
even a common currency. But, given the
times, it was an achievement. When
Charlemagne was crowned “emperor of
the Romans” by the pope in 800 it was a
recognition that he had brought a level of
authority to Europe that it had lacked for a
very long time. The world was still chaotic
when compared to the days of the Roman
Empire, but it was better than it had been
for a while.

Charlemagne’s personal appearance was described
by Einhard, author of the biographical Vita Caroli Magni
(ca. 815–820):
“He was heavily built, sturdy, and of considerable stature, although not exceptionally so, given that
he stood seven feet tall. He had a round head, large and lively eyes, a slightly larger nose than
usual, white but still attractive hair, a bright and cheerful expression, a short and fat neck, and a
slightly protruding stomach. His voice was clear, but a little higher than one would have expected
for a man of his build. . .”

LECTURE FIVE

In 1861, Charlemagne’s tomb was opened by scientists who reconstructed his skeleton and found
that it measured 74.9 inches (nearly six feet, three inches).
Charlemagne is known to have been fair-haired, tall, and stately, with a disproportionately thick
neck. The Roman tradition of realistic personal portraiture was in eclipse in his time. Individual traits
were submerged in iconic typecastings. Charlemagne, as an ideal ruler, was therefore portrayed in
corresponding fashion. Charlemagne in later imagery (as in the Dürer portrait) is often portrayed
with flowing blond hair, due to a misunderstanding of Einhard, who describes him as having canitie
pulchra, or “beautiful white hair,” which has been rendered as blonde or fair in many translations.
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Portrait of Charlemagne (742–814)
by Albrecht Dürer, 1513

Charlemagne believed that God had chosen him and given him success so
that he would be not just the ruler of the Franks, but all of the “Christian people.” In that respect he was not unlike Constantine. In 797 he wrote to the
pope, “Our task is with the aid of divine piety, to defend the holy Church of
Christ with arms against the attack of pagans and devastation by infidels from
without, and to fortify it from within with the knowledge of the Catholic faith.”
And he did the best that he could to complete that task. To ensure discipline
and uniformity in the Church he required the Benedictine Rule be adopted in
all monasteries. Since it was crucial for the administration of the sacraments
that priests could read, Charlemagne established schools and implemented
literacy tests to make certain that it was so. He also sent to Rome requesting
copies of the liturgy for the Mass and other sacraments and prayers. These
he had copied and sent out across his domain, ordering everyone to adopt a
uniform liturgy. In this way, Charlemagne hoped to please God by placing all
of the Church in agreement and communion with Rome.
The Carolingian renaissance, therefore, was not a time of much innovation,
but it was a vehicle for the preservation and in some cases restoration of the
past. This extended beyond the Church and into the field of literature as well.
Aware that much of the ancient world was passing away into oblivion,
Charlemagne attempted to restore at least some measure of learning. He
brought together the handful of scholars still active in the West. These included men like Peter of Pisa, a grammarian, and Paul the Deacon, who wrote a
history of the Lombards. But the greatest of these scholars was Alcuin of
York. He wrote numerous treatises and poems on a variety of topics. He also
convinced Charlemagne to stop killing Saxons who refused baptism.
Charlemagne reveled in his court of scholars in part because he imagined
that a Roman emperor should have just that. At his capital, Aachen, the
scholars referred to each other by ancient nicknames and called the city
itself “New Rome.” They praised its forums and columns (of which it had
none). It did, however, have a palace and a church dedicated to the Virgin,
both built by Charlemagne in conscious imitation of Byzantine style as it

© Holger Weinandt

Charlemagne began the
construction of the Palatine
Chapel around 792, along
with the building of the rest
of the palace structures in
Aachen. It was consecrated
in 805 by Pope Leo III in
honor of the Virgin Mary.
The chapel was entered
through a monumental atrium to the west. The plan
and decoration of the building combines elements of
Classical, Byzantine, and
Pre-Romanesque, and opulent materials as the expression of a new royal house,
ruled by Charlemagne.
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appeared in Ravenna. Charlemagne appreciated all of this culture, but he
scarcely understood it. He did make an attempt at learning to read and write,
but finally gave it up. As his biographer, Einhard, tells us: “He also tried to
write, and used to keep tablets and blank pages in bed under his pillow so
that in leisure hours he might accustom his hand to form the letters; but as
he did not begin his efforts at an early age but late in life, they met with
poor success.”
Of the two greatest achievements of the Carolingian renaissance, one was
preservation and one was innovation. The first was the preservation of profane Roman texts. Because Charlemagne was now a Roman emperor, he
naturally wished to preserve his cultural legacy. Scholars and clerics at his
orders began to copy works that no monk before would have touched. These
included such things as the bawdy comedies of Plautus and Terrence as well
as pagan Roman histories. This was important, for had these copies not been
made the works would no longer survive. The main innovation of the movement was the creation of miniscule. This new form of handwriting was clearer, although more expensive than Gothic. It did not survive much beyond the
time of the Carolingians, but it was rediscovered by Renaissance humanists
who mistook it for the Roman form of script and used it in the printing press.
With some modifications, it is the form of script that you are reading now.

LECTURE FIVE

Charlemagne’s approach to government was hardly Roman, but he did
attempt to root out corruption where possible. Like all Franks, he saw the state
as a personal possession and the royal court as his personal entourage. He
retained the Merovingian system of a count and bishop in each region, which
were now called counties and dioceses. But he sent out regular missi
dominici, which were two-man teams, one secular and one ecclesiastical, to
visit the counties and report back to the king. The core of his government,
though, was the conventus generalis, when the Frankish people (in reality only
the leaders) came together before the campaign season to decide great
issues, such as matters of law and, of course, where to campaign.
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FOR GREATER UNDERSTANDING

Questions
1. In what way was Charlemagne like Constantine?
2. What were the accomplishments of the Carolingian renaissance?

Suggested Reading
Laistner, Max Ludwig Wolfram. Thought and Letters in Western Europe, A.D.
500 to 900. 2nd ed. Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 1966.

Other Books of Interest
Duckett, Eleanor S. Alcuin: Friend of Charlemagne: His World and His Work.
New York: Macmillan, 1951.
McKitterick, Rosamond. The Frankish Church and the Carolingian Reforms.
Lincoln, UK: The Lincoln Record Society, 1977.
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Lecture 6:
Daily Life and the Family

LECTURE SIX

edieval life was not easy, even at the highest levels. But by the
eleventh century, when the new invasions were over and
Europe began to pick itself back up, things did improve. Indeed,
between the years 1000 and 1300 the population of Europe
tripled. This was due to a continued low standard of living coupled with a dramatic increase in food production. The increase was the result of agricultural
reforms that spread across Europe. The first was the switch from the relatively inefficient Roman two-field system to the Germanic three-field system that
made use of legumes to bind
nitrogen in the soil. This in itself
increased the productive land
amounts by 50 percent. More
important, though, was the extraordinary levels of land clearing. It
may be difficult to imagine today,
but approximately 80 percent of
Europe was covered in forest at
the fall of the Roman Empire. As
the population grew, lords with
ownership rights over forested
lands were eager to hand it off to
serfs if they would clear and cultivate it. By the same token,
An illumination from a fourteenth-century French
princes and kings begin creating
manuscript shows a king approving the importation of
town charters that give immunities
workers to clear royal lands for agricultural use.
and other benefits to those who
came to clear areas.
All of this new land had to be cultivated and that too posed a problem. The
Romans had used a simple scratch plow that worked well enough in the soft
soils of the Mediterranean, but was useless with the thick clay soils of northern Europe. In the Middle Ages the scratch plow was replaced with the deep
furrow plow, which turned the soil much more effectively. Since this required
a great deal of power to pull, teams of oxen were often used. However, in the
tenth century two inventions, the horse collar and the iron horseshoe, allowed
horses to pull these plows. Horses were better suited for a number of reasons. They were faster than oxen and could turn more tightly at the end of a
furrow, thus reducing the amount of unused land at the end of the cultivated
field. Their manure was also more beneficial as a fertilizer on the fallow field.
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The Suggested Reading for this lecture is Frances Gies and Joseph
Gies’s Marriage and the Family in the Middle Ages.

Obviously, the life of the nobility was rather better. They could usually obtain
fruits and other vegetables from their demesne lands or nearby and they
could regularly eat meat. And they drank wine more often than beer, although
at about the same rate as the peasants. Because of the problems with clean
water, this was preferable. The houses, be they hall houses or castles, were
stone constructions.
Marriage in medieval Europe was a mixing of Germanic and Roman customs. The Catholic Church insisted that all marriages must be consensual—
something unusual among world cultures, but built on the Roman model. It
also required a dowry, which was a Roman customary gift from the father of
the bride to the groom and which represented both her inheritance and her
contribution to the new household. The marriage did not require a priest. All
that was required was mutual consent, an exchange of vows, and consummation. This Church law naturally worried parents, who could easily be overruled by daughters or sons running off and then reappearing married.
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Although more food was
being produced, the additional
mouths to feed meant that it
was hardly high cuisine. Most
of Europe’s agricultural produce was grains, especially
wheat, barley, and oats,
which the Romans had considered a weed. These were
hearty crops and could be
preserved for a while.
Peasants and serfs lived
mostly on this carbohydrate
diet. The grains were mixed
with water to produce gruel or
baked into breads. They were
also fermented into beer or
ale, which retained some of
the nutritional value and preserved the grain for longer
periods of time. Throughout
This illustration is from the calendar section for the month
the Middle Ages, beer conof October in the Très Riches Heures du duc de Berry
sumption remained around
(“The Book of Hours of the Duke of Berry”) shows tilling
one liter or more per capita
and sowing being carried out by peasants in the shadow of
the Louvre, the royal palace of Charles V. The horse is fitper day. By the twelfth centuted with a collar to bear the weight of the harrow. The illusry peasants were planting
tration was painted by the Limbourg brothers, Paul,
some carrots and turnips in
Hermann, and Jean, between 1412 and 1416, while in the
employ of Jean, Duc de Berry, a wealthy art patron.
their private gardens for variety. They might have access
to milk, and if so might produce some cheese. Their houses were long hall
houses made of turf or wood into which the animals would also be brought.
Some houses had a divider, but most did not. Simple skins were used to
cover windows.

In Germanic cultures the consent of the woman was not usually necessary.
Tribal chiefs were allowed polygamy, something that the Church refused to
condone. The Germans also did not use a dowry, but instead a brideprice—a
payment of money from the husband to the father for his daughter. The husband would further pay a sum to the wife after consummation in recompense
for her lost virginity. This was called the “morning gift.” Both cultures held that
a non-widowed woman must be the responsibility of someone, either her
father or husband. For that reason the marriage represented a transference
of that responsibility for the woman. Neither the Roman nor the Germans
insisted on life-long marriages, but the Catholic Church did. The divorce rate
in medieval Europe, therefore, was effectively zero. This was a boon to
women, since they could not be abandoned by husbands.
As the centuries passed, the lower classes kept both the dowry and the
morning gift, while the aristocracy simply moved to the dowry. Usually the
marriage bargain would be struck while the husband and wife were still children. A betrothal would later be solemnized, but a marriage could not take
place without consent of both parties.

LECTURE SIX

Most children were born into peasant families and so they worked as soon as
they were able. Unless they managed to get into a monastery, there was no
school for them. It was once believed that medieval people did not get emotionally attached to their children because of the mortality rate, which was
around 50 percent. We now know this to be false. Medieval people loved their
children just as modern people do. But they did have to face their deaths.

Public Domain
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A woodcut from The Fair Melusina,
a fifteenth-century German manuscript that describes “How Reymont
and Melusina were betrothed / And
by the bishop were blessed in their
bed on their wedlock.”



FOR GREATER UNDERSTANDING

Questions
1. What factors caused the population of Europe to triple between 1000
and 1300?
2. What were the marriage customs in medieval Europe?

Suggested Reading
Gies, Frances, and Joseph Gies. Marriage and the Family in the Middle
Ages. New York: Harper Perennial, 1989.

Other Books of Interest
Brooke, Christopher N.L. The Medieval Idea of Marriage. New York: Oxford
University Press, USA, 1989.
Hanawalt, Barbara A. The Ties That Bound: Peasant Families in Medieval
England. New York: Oxford University Press, USA, 1989.
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Lecture 7:
Gothic Architecture

The western façade of the Basilica of
Saint-Denis in Paris (above) and the nave
(below) show many of its Gothic architectural features.

Fortunately, that concept has died,
although the name has stuck. Gothic
architecture and its accompanying art
forms are the most visible innovation of
the Middle Ages today. As we have
seen, the predominant architectural style
after the eighth century was the
Romanesque, in which thick walls were
used to produce a column-lined central
area with side areas beyond the
columns. By the tenth century this was
being modified by the addition of a cruciform pattern, but otherwise the basic
technique remained the same.
The Gothic style was made possible by
the innovation of pointed arches and
ribbed vaults, which allowed the weight
of the stone walls and ceilings to be
30
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LECTURE SEVEN

mong the most familiar
images for the Middle Ages
is that of a Gothic cathedral. The breathtaking spectacle of towering vaults seeming to float
in the air together with the blazing colors
of lavish stained-glass windows are
rightfully considered among the most
impressive architectural achievements in
human history. It may come as a surprise to learn, then, that the name
“Gothic” was attached to the style as an
insult. It was not used in the Middle
Ages. Instead, Renaissance scholars
with a passion for classical forms of art
dismissed the medieval structures as
barbaric, that is, Gothic. During the
Enlightenment it was often seen as an
emblem in stone of the ignorance,
superstition, and depravity of the
Middle Ages.
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The Suggested Reading for this lecture is Alain Erlande-Brandenburg’s
The Cathedral: The Social and Architectural Dynamics of Construction.

focused on the column supports. There is still some debate about where
these innovations originated. Some scholars maintain that they are a derivation of Muslim architectural forms. Others, though, believe that the style is too
different and the evolution in the West too clear. Whatever the case, it is
clear that stonemasons in Europe began experimenting with the technique of
arching and intersecting stone ribs to support a vaulted ceiling around 1120
and had perfected it by 1140, when Abbot Suger of Saint-Denis in Paris
began the new abbey church—the first truly Gothic structure.

Once the beauty of Saint-Denis was seen, others soon copied the style. In the 1160s the
burghers of Paris rebuilt the cathedral of Notre
Dame in the Gothic manner. Rheims soon followed, as did much of the rest of Europe. The
construction of a Gothic church was no small project. Many would take several generations to
complete—and some even longer. The labor and
materials were largely donated, both out of love
of God and local pride. Although the stonemasons had no knowledge of engineering, they
managed to plan out and build these extraordinary buildings, which were held together largely
by gravity. Astonishingly, accidents appear to
have been rare. The cathedral in Beauvais collapsed in 1284 because the masters had built the
walls too high, but that was the exception. There
was also a clear competition between localities to
build the most stunning example of the Gothic
church. This led to such architectural achievements as the cathedral at Chartres, which was
consecrated in 1260, and the cathedral at Ulm,
which remains the tallest stone structure ever
built. What is most amazing, and quite deliberate,
is the delicate grace of these buildings made out
of thousands of tons of solid stone.

© Pamela Chaplin

The greatest benefit of the new method of ribbed vaulting was that it took
most of the weight of the ceiling off the walls. This allowed the builders to
make much thinner walls and open them with a wide array of windows. It was
at this time that the technology to produce stained glass was also reaching
new heights. Colored glass was cut into shapes and bound together with iron
to produce gorgeous scenes full of brilliance. The internal space of the Gothic
structure, therefore, was filled with light. The stone seemed almost to float on
air, lifting the viewers’ eyes ever heavenward. This led to a desire to build the
vaults ever higher. While this increased the grandeur it also put more weight
on the walls, tending to push them outward under the strain of the taller structure. Initially, the solution was simply to build buttresses outside to prop up the
walls. Yet it was soon decided to turn the buttresses themselves into art forms.
The result was the “flying buttress,” a stylized yet still functional structure that
supported the walls where needed, but did so in an attractive arch form.

The west portal and main spire
of the Cathedral at Ulm.
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To decorate the Gothic cathedrals a new style of sculpture was developed.
Unlike the close groups and contemporarily clothed statues of the
Romanesque churches, the Gothic had individual statues often dressed in
more flowing, classical garb. The people too were younger and more graceful, in keeping with the style of the church itself. Throughout the church one
could find images of Christ, the Virgin Mary, the Holy Family, important
saints, demons, devils, workmen, and other depictions of daily life. The windows, on the other hand, were almost always illustrated Bibles where one
could see what one lacked the literacy to read.

© Frank Marshall/shutterstock.com

LECTURE SEVEN

The Gothic cathedral was big not only because it was the house of God, but
because it was the center of activity. Today we tend to see them as quiet
places of awe, yet in the Middle Ages they were bustling with activity. Aside
from the Mass, numerous rituals were performed there as well as morality
and passion plays, civic functions, and alms distributions. They were testimonies in stone and glass of the piety and vitality of the people who built
them and used them.

The biblical scene of the Devil tempting the foolish virgins (Matthew 25:1–13) is depicted in the
sculpture on the gate of Strasbourg Cathedral. The Devil is represented as a handsome young man
eating an apple, but his cloth is open and toads and snakes can be seen underneath.
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FOR GREATER UNDERSTANDING

Questions
1. Why was medieval architecture termed “Gothic”?
2. What new style of sculpture was developed to decorate Gothic cathedrals?

Suggested Reading
Erlande-Brandenburg, Alain. The Cathedral: The Social and Architectural
Dynamics of Construction. Cambridge University Press, 2009.

Other Books of Interest
Bony, Jean. French Gothic Architecture in the Twelfth and Thirteenth
Centuries. Berkeley: University of California Press, 1985.
Gimpel, Jean. The Cathedral Builders. Trans. Teresa Waugh. New York:
Perennial, 1992.
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Lecture 8:
The Rise of the Universities

The Suggested Reading for this lecture is John W. Baldwin’s The
Scholastic Culture of the Middle Ages, 1000–1300.

nother major innovation of the Middle Ages was the creation of the
university. Antiquity had academies, but they were a different
thing altogether. The universities were guilds of scholars who
banded together to fill a need for higher education in the Church
and later in the secular world, as well as a place in which new insights into
knowledge were pursued. To understand the university it is necessary to first
recognize that in the Middle Ages formal education existed only within the
Church. Until the twelfth century there was not much need to know how to
read and write for anyone who was not a member of the clergy or a monk.
That changed, though, in the twelfth century with the rise of commerce and
the growth of secular powers who needed trained men to serve in the budding bureaucracies.

By the late eleventh
and early twelfth centuries the need for educated secular clergy led
some cathedrals to hire
their own masters for
instruction. These were
not monks, but scholars
who were ambitious and
sometimes famous.
They drew students to
them—not just secular
clergy, but also men
who had taken minor
orders but clearly had
no plan to become
members of the clergy.
34
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LECTURE EIGHT

From 800 to 1000 the only organized schools were inside monasteries.
There literacy was necessary for administration as well as copying books
and manuscripts. Since the main requirement was for Latin grammar and
rhetoric, monastic schools were run by a single master who oversaw students from ten-year-old oblates to adults. In the eleventh century, some
students began to arrive
for careers in the secular clergy, yet most
remained destined for
the monasteries.

Tonsured students in Paris sit on the floor while the master
teaches. (An illumination from the fourteenth-century Grandes
Chroniques de France.)

In general, the cathedral schools did not teach basic Latin, but instead the
higher seven liberal arts of the Romans. These began with the trivium of
grammar, rhetoric, and logic followed by the quadrivium of geometry, astronomy, arithmetic, and music. Only when one had mastered these was one
ready to approach the highest learning of philosophy and theology. However,
the quadrivium was rather moribund. Geometry and mathematics were hamstrung by the lack of Arabic numerals and Euclid. Astronomy was Ptolemaic
and useful only for maintaining ecclesiastical calendars.

Public Domain

The real innovation was in the trivium, in particular logic, as well as theology. Those are the subjects that the new masters who would form the
universities focused on. In large part this was the result of the arrival of
Aristotle in the West, albeit in a Latin translation from an Arabic translation.
Aristotle’s emphasis on the use of reason and observation to understand
the universe came as a shock to a Christian philosophy based largely on
neo-Platonism. The new masters began to train Aristotelian methods on
Christian theology. Their assumption was that reason could guide one closer to an understanding of God—an assumption that some, like St. Bernard
of Clairvaux, vehemently denied.

Henricus de Alemannia Lecturing His Students
by Laurentius de Voltolina, ca. 1350s
The illustration is from the Liber ethicorum des Henricus de Alemannia.
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Among the early masters was Peter Abelard, a knight’s son who gave up his
inheritance to pursue studies at various cathedral schools. Abelard’s reputation grew in public disputations, so he began teaching at cathedral schools
and even doing freelance work. He went to Notre Dame in Paris, where he
was contracted to tutor Heloise, the niece of a cathedral canon. They fell in
love and Heloise later announced that she was pregnant. She later entered a
nunnery and Abelard became a monk. His writings, like Sic et Non, were vigorously opposed by Bernard, who considered them misleading and wrong.

Instruction in the university began with five
years of study of the liberal arts, with
emphasis on the trivium, before moving on
to advanced studies. This would be theoloAbelard and Héloïse depicted in a fourteenth-century manuscript.
gy at Paris, but other universities specialized in things like medicine or law. Masters
would present advanced students with
readings or lectures of authorities seemingly in conflict, which they would
then work to reconcile. Logic was king.

LECTURE EIGHT

The zenith of university scholasticism came with the career of St. Thomas
Aquinas, an Italian Dominican who settled in Paris. His body of writings was
immense. In his masterwork, the Summa Theologica, Thomas attempted to
provide a comprehensive guide to theology in the form of disputations. Above
all it held that truth is one, and therefore it cannot exist outside of reason,
although reason alone was insufficient to come to God and his truth. For that
grace was crucial. Thomistic philosophy not only changed Western Christian
philosophy, but it fashioned a new Western mindset that held that the world
was understandable through the use of reasoned analysis.
The universities that sprouted up across the European landscape in the thirteenth century were a symptom of a dramatic rise of wealth, power, and vitality. A new culture was growing out of the ashes of Rome and the dynamism of
the Church. It would be one that would not only change Europe, but ultimately the world.
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Abelard was one of a breed of masters
who taught at independent schools in Paris
and who were licensed by the bishop.
When relations between the masters and
the cathedral began to deteriorate they
created their own independent guild—a
university. Like other medieval guilds they
set standards for services, prices, and
qualifications for advancement. The
demand for educated men in government
and the Church led to an explosion of students, so business was good. And not just
in Paris, but also in places like Oxford and
Bologna. Indeed, universities began to
spread across Europe.



FOR GREATER UNDERSTANDING

Questions
1. How did universities differ from the academies of antiquity?
2. Why was Aristotle’s emphasis on reason and observation such a shock to
Christian philosophy?

Suggested Reading
Baldwin, John W. The Scholastic Culture of the Middle Ages, 1000–1300.
Prospect Heights, IL: Waveland Press, 1997.

Other Books of Interest
Daly, Lowrie J. The Medieval University: 1200–1400. Indianapolis, IN: Sheed
& Ward, 1961.
Haskins, Charles Homer. The Rise of the Universities. Piscataway, NJ:
Transaction Publishers, 2001 (1923).
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Lecture 9:
The Commercial Revolution and
the Rise of Towns
The Suggested Reading for this lecture is Robert Lopez’s The
Commercial Revolution of the Middle Ages, 950–1350.

ecause of the extraordinary increase in population during the
twelfth century, medieval Europe also experienced profound
changes in its overall economy. This “commercial revolution,” as it
has been called, laid the foundation for modern capitalist
economies. It began as a result of expanded population and the need for
additional markets. Peasants who now had more of their own goods to sell
sought out good markets, which increased across the countryside. These
smaller markets would then be frequented by professional merchants who
purchased goods or produce in bulk and sold it at larger wholesale markets.
Towns grew up around those markets, situated either because of the convenience of geography or the presence of fortifications. All of this, of course,
was taxed by the feudal lords who owned the property. The need for liquid
capital meant an increase in coin minting in Germany, France, England, and
Italy. In other words, the European economy began to hum.

LECTURE NINE

It was in a lord’s interest to have market towns in his domain, since it paid
very well. However, conditions in town led to relatively high mortality rates
and therefore a constant infusion of population was necessary. Lords competed to draw those people in, offering incentives such as freedom for serfs.
Indeed, it was widely accepted that “town air makes one free.” Anyone who
lived a year and a day in a town was free. As time went on some of these
towns became wealthy and filled with powerful merchant leaders and lesser
merchants and craftsmen who wanted freedom from the feudal lords. In one
way or another they agitated for those freedoms. It is in the twelfth century
that we see the transformation of many of these towns into communes. The
commune was, theoretically anyway, a group of town citizens who swore
oaths to each other to obey the laws that they collectively made. The commune was, by definition, exempt from the control of the local lord. Lords were
willing to accept the communes because they paid handsomely for the annually renewable charters. These new communes became economic powerhouses. The largest could be found in northern Italy at places like Pisa,
Genoa, or Florence.
The medieval towns were the birthplace of the middle class. The inhabitants
were merchants, craftsmen, or in-service professionals. They were neither
landed aristocracy nor peasant farmers. They relied on the importation of
goods. Within the towns various professions often organized themselves into
guilds. A guild was a formal association of workers that collectively regulated
all aspects of the profession. The guild set prices, standards, work loads, and
the like. They ranged from wealthy and powerful guilds of great merchants to
shoemaker or weaver guilds. Yet they all worked in much the same way.
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When a young man sought to join a profession he would be apprenticed to a
master—a full member of a guild who had the right to own a workshop, which
was usually his house. Apprentices would move in with the master and perform menial jobs while he slowly learned the craft. When the education was
complete the apprentice had two options. If he had money and connections
he could apply for membership in the guild as a master. Usually he would be
required to submit a masterwork to demonstrate his ability. Since few could
afford that, most became journeymen. These were skilled workers who hired
themselves out for day work.

Southern European commerce was focused on the
Mediterranean. The Pax
Mongolica made it possible
to find a variety of exotic
and luxury goods in Eastern
markets such as Constantinople and Alexandria.
Merchants from Pisa, Milan,
Siena, Genoa, and above all
Venice sailed their vessels
to these cities and purchased whatever was at a
good price. This included
such things as almonds, cinnamon, cloves, pepper, copper, myrrh, or even silks.
Venice, which was a republic of merchants, had its own
quarters in most of the large
cities of the eastern
Mediterranean. Venice was

© The Art Archive/Bibliothèque de l'Arsenal Paris

At the macro-level all of these towns were connected to a web of trade that
stretched across Europe and beyond. There were two major areas of that
trade. The north was dominated by the cloth industry. Merchants would purchase from England raw wool, which was then transported to Picardy or most
especially Flanders, where it was woven and dyed. From there it was purchased by other merchants
and transported across
Europe for sale. Flanders
developed a reputation for
the very best woolen textiles. The largest town,
Ghent, had a population in
the twelfth century of thirty
thousand people and four
thousand weaving shops.
Weavers formed a guild,
but the dyers or “blue-nails”
did not.

Cloth merchants cut and sew woolen fabrics in a town market (left foreground), while customers shop and a man
receives a shave, from the fourteenth-century French manuscript “Le Gouvernement de Princes,” by Frère Gilles.
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fabulously wealthy and its population grew to around one hundred thousand,
making it the largest city in Europe with the possible exception of Rome. North
met south in the fairs, the largest of which were at Bruges and Champagne.

LECTURE NINE

The inability to raise capital was
a difficult problem for those merchants who worked with large
quantities. This was particularly
true for Italian merchants, who
had the expense of a ship and
long voyages besides. Still, there
was great profit potential, so
they found a way. The practice
of commenda or colleganza was
adopted in the twelfth century.
This was an agreement between
a ship’s captain (the tractans)
and an investor (the stans). The
latter would put up 75 percent of
Two scenes in a counting house: taking money from a
the voyage cost and give the
chest and payment of wages, from “Treatise on the
Vices,” by Cocharelli of Genoa in a late fourteenth-cencaptain the freedom to go to
tury manuscript illustrated by Cibo, monk of Hyères.
whichever port he thought best.
When the voyage was complete,
the two would split the profits evenly. In the thirteenth century some ships’
captains began soliciting multiple investors. In effect, they sold shares of the
voyage for a share of the profit. Here, on the docks of Italy, was the creation
of the first stock market. It provided a way to bring together large amounts of
resources while spreading the profit and risk out. Later merchant companies
would sell shares of all of their activity. The Church later relaxed its restrictions, allowing a return on investments in which money was actually at risk.
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All of this trade required some new forms of financing. This, however, posed
a problem for medieval society. The Catholic Church forbade Christians to
receive interest on loans, in conformity with the commandments of Christ
(Luke 6:34–35). Jews were not bound by this restriction (although they were
not allowed to charge interest to other Jews). For that reason, some Jews in
the towns went into the business
of moneylending. It was a precarious situation. Although it might
be lucrative, if a Jew was too
successful it could bring persecution down upon him. Although
Jews were legally under the protection of the feudal lords (often
the king), even they would move
against them if they owed them
too much. For this reason many
Jews were content to be pawn
brokers, since that at least
brought collateral.



FOR GREATER UNDERSTANDING

Questions
1. What was meant by the expression “town air makes one free”?
2. What did the Pax Mongolica make possible?

Suggested Reading
Lopez, Robert. The Commercial Revolution of the Middle Ages, 950–1350.
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2008.

Other Books of Interest
Hunt, Edwin S., and James M. Murray. A History of Business in Medieval
Europe. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1999.
Pirenne, Henri. Medieval Cities: Their Origins and the Revival of Trade.
Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1969.
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Lecture 10:
The Rise of Parliamentary Systems

The Suggested Reading for this lecture is Joseph Strayer’s On the
Medieval Origins of the Modern State.

LECTURE TEN

The answer lies in the medieval world.
While Europeans were busy inventing universities, Church/State relations, and a
host of other things, they also found time
to invent representative governments. We
are the heirs of that invention.
Representative governments did not come
about because Europeans were particularly enlightened. Instead, they were a pragmatic strategy to deal with problems
unique to medieval Europe. As we have
seen, medieval culture was a mixture of
Roman, German, and Christian elements.
German tribal government held their chieftains to be rulers, yet it was assumed that
they would rule with the advice of their
peers. The war council was means for eliciting advice but also acquiring support for a
leader who was not a god, but a first
among equals. This approach to rulership
survived into the medieval period regarding
kings. Although the king was anointed by
the Church and in some sense was
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veryone today seems to agree that democracy is a good thing. By
“democracy,” though, no one really means the ancient Greek system of government by which all freeborn male citizens may vote in
the legislative assemblies. What they really mean is representational government by which the will of the people is expressed through elected
leaders. That is considered to be a beneficial form of government—a free
government—while other forms, such as dictatorships, absolute monarchies,
and tyrannies are condemned. Yet, across the long stretch of human history,
very few civilizations have ever developed
representational governments. The
Romans had one during the Republic, yet
beyond that one would be hard pressed to
find any other examples. In any case, the
Republic fell more than two thousand
years ago. Why do we view representative
government as beneficial today?

This illustration from a fourteenth-century
manuscript depicts England’s Edward I
presiding over Parliament ca. 1278.
Edward is flanked by Alexander III of
Scotland and Llywelyn the Last of Wales,
although they probably did not attend any
of Edward’s parliaments. The closed
crown indicates that this is not a contemporary illustration. The lords spiritual are
seated to the king’s right, the lords temporal to his left, and in the center sit the justices and law officers. No commoners are
present at this session.

thought to be a theoretical ruler, as outlined in Roman law, the truth was that
medieval kings were relatively weak up until the thirteenth century. The king
of France, for example, was hemmed in by powerful vassals who, while theoretically under him, were in fact more powerful and positively dangerous.
Vassals owed military service, which in the English example could also take
the form of money payments. Yet even that was difficult to enforce in France.

The word “parlement” simply meant a
good talk or meeting. No king liked such
things, since it required him to ask for
what he would have rather demanded.
But the limited power of medieval kings
forced them to do so, particularly when
they were fighting expensive wars for
which they needed the parliamentary
body’s support. Parliament in England
was called intermittently in the thirteenth
century, primarily during the reign of
Edward I, who fought often and needed
money. There was no set membership;
however, by the mid fourteenth century
the custom was established that leading
nobles would be summoned by name
while the lesser knights and townsfolk
would be called collectively to send repreThe crowned portcullis is the quasi-official
emblem of the British Houses of Parliasentatives. These two groups would later
ment. The portcullis was originally the
become the Houses of Lords and
badge of various English noble families
Commons. Parliaments in England then
from the fourteenth century. The symbol
began leveraging the power that they had
was adopted by the kings of the Tudor
dynasty in the 1500s, under whom the
to provide needed funds. Beginning in
Palace of Westminster became the regu1297 it became a practice for Parliament
lar meeting place of Parliament. The
to present its own grievances or petitions
crown was added to make the badge a
specifically royal symbol.
to the king before voting on his requests.
This put the king in the position of having
to accede to their demands. Thus a principle developed whereby initiative
for action (or later laws) was occurring in the representational body, while its
enactment was left to the monarch.
The Hundred Years War was nothing if not expensive and it took its toll on
the English kings. This provided an opportunity to expand its authority.
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By the thirteenth century the rise in the economy made it possible for more
powerful kings to muster more troops to fight even larger wars. All of this put
a strain on the feudal system as kings began to demand extraordinary aids
for emergencies that never seemed to end. John of England did just that in
his wars with Philip II of France. At last the barons rebelled, forcing him to
sign the Magna Carta in 1215. This agreement stated simply that the king
was not above the law, that he could not simply waive away the rights of his
barons by his own authority. The Magna Carta says nothing about the lesser
nobility or townsfolk, let alone the peasants. But it was a first step toward limiting the power of the king.

English kings found it necessary to summon the body one hundred fifty times
during the fourteenth century. Parliaments received formal confirmation of
their right to present petitions before approving funds and in 1401 acquired
the right to initiate all money bills. Parliaments began to closely scrutinize,
even impeach royal councilors. In 1388 they even went so far as to establish
a short-lived Lords Appellant, which controlled King Richard II. While it was
necessary to the monarchs of England, the Parliament provided both a
means of raising funds and a check on their authority. But it was also the
birth of modern representational government. After the Hundred Years War
ended in 1453, need for extraordinary funds was lessened, so kings were
able to rule largely without Parliament. But it would not go away. And the rising wealth of the middle classes would require even absolutist monarchs to at
last come to grips with it. After the Glorious Revolution of 1688, Parliament
had asserted itself as the true government of England. It was that model
which was used by the framers of the American constitution.

LECTURE TEN

France, too, had a parliamentary system, yet it was never as nimble or powerful as Parliament in England. The Estates General was divided by class
into three—the nobility, the clergy, and the middle class. This division kept
the lesser knights from combining with the middle class as they did in
England. The estates also met locally, which allowed French kings to gain
support by making separate deals with different areas of the kingdom. The
first meeting of the Estates General was in 1302, and it was primarily to provide Philip IV with the backing he needed to defy Pope Boniface VIII. When
John II was captured during the Hundred Years War the Estates General
attempted to use the situation to their advantage, requiring the regular summoning of their body in return for raising the ransom. The General
Ordinances of 1357 also gave the Estates General power over the royal
council as well as a say in taxation. Yet the king annulled the Ordinances in
1360 and taxation remained in the hands of kings henceforward. The Estates
General would remain weak, allowing the king to grow in power through the
following centuries. While the English Parliament provided a gradual transition to a representative government, the Estates General lurched forward in
the French Revolution, destroying itself and the monarchy while paving the
way for extraordinary bloodshed.
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FOR GREATER UNDERSTANDING

Questions
1. Why did representative governments come about?
2. How was the French Estates General divided, and what was the effect of
this division?

Suggested Reading
Strayer, Joseph. On the Medieval Origins of the Modern State. 2nd ed.
Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2005.

Other Books of Interest
Bisson, Thomas N. Medieval Representative Institutions: Their Origins and
Nature. New York: Dryden Press, 1973.
Clarke, Maude V. Medieval Representation and Consent: A Study of Early
Parliaments in England and Ireland, with Special Reference to the Modus
tenendi parliamentum. London: Russell & Russell, 1964.
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Lecture 11:
Courtly Literature and the Rise of Vernacular

The Suggested Reading for this lecture is W.T.H. Jackson’s The
Literature of the Middle Ages.

lthough Latin would remain the language of the Church, by the
thirteenth century it had begun to give way to vernacular languages in government and literature. Europe was awash in different languages and dialects. With the growing economy in the
thirteenth century and expanded trade and travel certain languages became
more dominant than others. Powerful central governments could also affect
the success of a language, while the opposite was also possible. In
Germany, for example, where power was fragmented, no form of German
came to dominate. Instead various forms such as low German and Dutch
coexisted with other dialects in central and southern Germany. In France, two
versions dominated the Middle Ages. In the north were the Languedoil, while
in the south the Languedoc. Languedoil got the upper hand, particularly after
the Albigensian Crusade in the early thirteenth century. Italian, which
remained the closest to Latin, also remained fragmented, although Tuscan
grew in popularity after the fourteenth century as a result of Florence’s rising
clout and the influence of Dante’s Divine Comedy. As for English, it began as
a mix of barbarian tongues, mostly Saxon and Scandinavian, projected onto a
native Celtic language. The Norman invasion of England in 1066 infused
Languedoil French into the tongue, which would remain the language of government and good manners in England for centuries. English only became
the official language of the English royal court in 1413.

Germanic Language Family Tree
Germanic
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The rise of vernacular languages ushered in a flowering of innovative forms
of literature during the Middle Ages. The most famous of these are the courtly
forms that became not only entertainment but inspiration for medieval
knights. The courtly epics, known as chansons de geste or songs of deeds,
were written with a hard
edge and a clear idea of
their audience in mind.
They told and heavily
embellished stories of
great men in great battles.
The emphasis was on the
daring, bravery, and honor
of the noble warriors.
Since the audience were
themselves warriors, the
epics did not spare the
blood, which drips down
the pages of these works.
The most famous epic was
The Song of Roland. The
story was based on a real
event, the ambush of a
rear guard of Charlemagne
during his return from campaigning in Spain in 778.
The knights in the guard
Eight Stages of the Song of Roland
were wiped out. As the
The illustration is from the fifteenth-century Grandes
story was told by bards
Chroniques de France, folio 154v.
and singers, though, it
grew impressively. Count Roland became the nephew of Charlemagne, who
was sold out by a traitor and set upon by seas of Muslim troops. Although he
could have summoned Charlemagne with his battle horn, he refused to do so
because it would be cowardly. Roland and his men killed legions of Muslims,
(Continued from the previous page)
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If the epics were the action movies of
the Middle Ages, then the romances
tended to be date movies—or even
chick flicks. Unlike the epics, the stories
and characters were complex. They
were torn between passions and
responsibilities. And there was always
the beautiful lady who must be adored,
even if the love is never consummated
or even returned. Knightly strength in
romances is evident enough, although
not with the same levels of gore. But it is
used not only for defeating villains, but
also to protect the weak as well as
defend the honor of one’s love. In the
base Arthurian tale the king was chosen
after pulling a sword from a stone. He
reigned in Camelot with his Knights of
the Round Table, who regularly went off
Sir Lancelot of the Lake and Queen
on quests and to defeat villains or just
Guinevere in a scene from the Mort d’Arthur in
compete in tests of courage or skill.
a fourteenth-century French manuscript.
Arthur’s queen, Guinevere, had a love
affair with Lancelot leading to a break in the kingdom. This was, of course,
made worse through the efforts of Arthur’s evil sister, Morgan le Fay, and her
son Mordred. Onto this well-known story many other knights’ tales were grafted. The tension in the stories was usually between a knight’s devotion to love
and to martial prowess.

LECTURE ELEVEN

A third form of courtly literature was the lyric poem, sung by troubadours in
the courts and camps of the well-heeled noble. William IX of Aquitaine
(1071–1127), frequently called the first troubadour, wrote verses that were
clearly meant, as he says himself, purely for amusement. Rather than stressing knightly arms, William’s poetry was filled with sexual descriptions of all
sorts. Troubadours wrote not only about sex, but when they did they left little
to the imagination. They also wrote about the exploits of their patrons and the
dastardliness of their enemies.
All of these forms of courtly literature helped to fashion a culture of chivalry
and “court-esy” that would infect the larger population which sought to mimic
it. The thirteenth-century Romance of the Rose, for example, was written by
two middle-class authors in conscious imitation of the great romances. It could
even be said that the ideals of the romances shaped relations between men
and women in a way unseen in other cultures. Although most women may
have entered marriages through arrangement, the courtly romances asserted
that a yearning love in which the man should pursue his lady should be the
ideal. That is an ideal that Europeans took with them well after chivalry was
gone, and it formed the basis of the Western form of “court-ship.”
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many of the deaths described as cleaving men into two from head to mount.
Indeed, in one case Roland even killed the man’s horse. In the end, though,
Roland and his men were defeated and he blew the horn so that
Charlemagne could return to eulogize them.



FOR GREATER UNDERSTANDING

Questions
1. What kinds of stories were told in the chansons de geste?
2. What was usually the subject of troubadour verse?

Suggested Reading
Jackson, W.T.H. The Literature of the Middle Ages. New York: Columbia
University Press, 1984.

Other Books of Interest
Bogin, Meg. The Women Troubadours: An Introduction to the Women Poets
of 12th-century Provence and a Collection of Their Poems. New York:
W.W. Norton & Co., 1980.
Loomis, Roger. The Development of Arthurian Romance. Mineola, NY: Dover
Publications, 2000.
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Lecture 12:
Heresy and Inquisition

The Suggested Reading for this lecture is Edward Peters’s Inquisition.

n recent decades it has become fashionable among scholars to
describe medieval heresy as “dissent.” In this way, it can be classified with other forms of modern dissent, such as anti-war movements, political protests, or other causes that, in most cases, the
scholar in question finds attractive. This equation then allows the medieval
inquisition, which was formulated to eradicate heresy, to become “oppression” or “persecution.” Thus medieval heresy becomes a bold challenge to
authority while inquisition becomes the means by which the authorities seek
to retain their position and silence their opponents.

LECTURE TWELVE

The problem with this formulation is that it has nothing at all to do with the
Middle Ages. Willful heresy in the Middle Ages was exceedingly rare. The
vast majority of heretics were simply people who had not been properly educated in their Catholic faith and had, therefore, made unintentional errors.
Most of the remainder were people who had knowingly accepted heretical
beliefs, but when the orthodox position was explained to them they were convinced and recanted their heresy. Only a tiny group of heretics willfully and
stubbornly held beliefs in opposition to the Catholic faith. And they did so not
because they believed they were challenging the power and position of the
Church (about which they cared nothing) but because they believed that they
were right—and that salvation was bound up in that knowledge. And all of
these people made up only a small percentage of the population. Almost all
Europeans agreed that heresy was harmful and should be destroyed.
From the medieval perspective heresy was a disease. It corrupted the souls
of those that it infected and it tore apart the fabric of Christian society. It was
the duty of the authorities to protect the people from this sickness. Secular
lords, building on Roman law, viewed heresy as akin to treason. It inherently
denied the authority of the monarch, who was chosen by God and anointed
by His Church, and it called down the wrath of God on society as a whole.
For that reason, willful heresy was a capital crime everywhere in Europe.
From the seventh to the tenth centuries heresy was dealt with through local
courts, which were presided over by counts or other feudal nobility. However,
the judges rarely had a basis on which to evaluate accused heretics, since
the lord’s own grasp of the faith was likely tenuous. Sometimes the accused
would be tested by ordeal, other times he or she would simply be executed
just to be safe. This pleased not only the secular ruler, but calmed the fears
of the people as well.
After the reforms of the eleventh and twelfth centuries, the Catholic Church
was in a position to begin to take a more active role in these trials. Unlike the
secular lords, the popes and bishops, as shepherds of Christ’s flock, sought
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to bring back the stray sheep. In 1184 Pope Lucius III issued the bull Ad
abolendam, which listed the most common heresies and ordered bishops to
deal with the heresy in their dioceses. Lucius stressed that the role of the
bishop was to investigate and not to punish. He insisted that bishops provide
for a knowledgeable assessment of accused heretics before they were
brought before secular courts. Only if the accused was found to be willfully
heretical by trained theologians should they be handed over for judgment.
This investigation was known in Roman law as an inquisitio, from which
comes the modern word.

Heresy was an important topic
at the Fourth Lateran Council
in 1215. Innocent stressed the
persuasion must be the first
remedy for heresy. He urged
secular and ecclesiastical
authorities to work together to
catch heresy before it could
take root. To that end, the
Council required all Catholics
to go to Confession and
receive Communion once per
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Most medieval heresies were small, local, and the result of poor education.
However, there were a few sects that were better organized and, when the
inquisition began to gear up, they frequently did their best to move underground. Catharism, which was a dualist heresy, took root and spread in the
south of France because it became tolerated by the secular lords in the cosmopolitan courts of the area. It held that the universe was a battleground
between a good God, Yahweh, who had made spirits, and an evil God,
Jehovah, who made the material world in order to enslave those spirits.
Yahweh sent his son, Jesus, to tell the truth, but Jehovah warped his message, turning it into Catholicism, which held that he was physical and indeed
became matter at every Mass.
Pope Innocent III attempted to
work with local authorities to
root out the heresy, but many
refused and were hostile to
the legates that he sent. When
one of his legates was killed in
January 1208 Innocent
responded by calling a
crusade. Northern French
soldiers took the cross and
waged war against heretic
lords in the south. While the
Albigensian Crusade did not
extinguish the heresy, it did
provide the secular framework
for the inquisition to subsequently do its work.

Albigensian Crusade
Regarded by Catholics at the time as a stronghold of
Satan, the town of Lavaur (a short distance southwest of
Albi in southern France) is sacked by crusaders and its
population massacred as heretics May 3, 1211.
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year. In that way, the local priest could examine each of the faithful, keeping
them from possible error. In 1231 Pope Gregory IX enlisted the mendicant
orders, and especially the Dominicans, to use their advanced knowledge of
theology to help with the problem of heresy in Europe. Dominicans like
Bernard Gui began writing detailed inquisitors’ manuals based on Roman law
and the best practices of jurisprudence. From a medieval perspective, the
inquisitions were extremely tolerant and merciful. Their purpose was to arrive
at the truth and, if possible, save the soul of the infected before they infected
others. Torture could be applied, but only in keeping with Roman legal codes.
In practice, though, the use of torture was rare. With the exception of
England, where torture was illegal, the secular courts of Europe made much
more liberal use of torture as a judicial tool.
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The introduction of the Dominicans into the inquisition had the effect of professionalizing and centralizing it under the command of the pope. However,
with the rise of royal authority in the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, kings
and princes began to take over the apparatus of the inquisition themselves.
While they would frequently keep some Dominicans involved, the majority of
people in the royal inquisitions were laity with advanced degrees in theology,
canon law, or Roman law. The Catholic Church retained control of the inquisition in Rome, but beyond that it was becoming a state enterprise for the welfare of the people.

Church Inquisitors Arrive
A procession is held for church inquisitors as depicted in this fourteenth-century illumination from
an Italian manuscript.
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FOR GREATER UNDERSTANDING

Questions
1. What was the nature of medieval heresy?
2. What were the beliefs of Catharism?

Suggested Reading
Peters, Edward. Inquisition. Berkeley: University of California Press, 1989.

Other Books of Interest
Barber, Malcolm. The Cathars: Dualist Heretics in Languedoc in the High
Middle Ages. London: Longman, 2000.
Peters, Edward. Torture. Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1996.
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Lecture 13:
The Coming of the Friars

The Suggested Reading for this lecture is C.H. Lawrence’s The Friars:
The Impact of the Early Mendicant Movement on Western Society.

he late twelfth and thirteenth centuries saw a remarkable flowering
of lay piety movements in Europe. In part this was a result of the
continued failure of the Crusades to restore Jerusalem and the
True Cross to Christian control. The clear implication was divine
disfavor, which subsequent wars, invasions, and plague in the fourteenth
century only confirmed. It was also, though, a response to rising wealth in the
towns and cities, which led to pious rejection of that wealth. As burghers,
lords, and churchmen became richer, many people wondered how Christ,
who was poor, could have anything at all to do with them.

LECTURE THIRTEEN

In some quarters, this led to poverty movements whereby people would give
up everything to follow Christ. For medieval people there was no doubt that
the poor were special to God. Indeed, they were often referred to as the “holy
poor.” As Christ had preached, it was much more likely that they would come
into the kingdom of heaven than the wealthy and powerful. Just as Christ had
commanded his Apostles to have little and to rely on hospitality, so they
wanted to embrace that Apostolic way. The problem was that the people who
did this were seldom schooled in theology and therefore, while good intentioned, often fell into heresy. This is what happened with the Poor Men of
Lyons, who were excommunicated in 1184 and eventually became the heretical sect known as the Waldensians. Cathar perfecti also lived in poverty,
which was in dramatic contrast to the wealthy churchmen in southern France.
Not all of the poverty movements, however, were destined to split with the
Church. Francis of Assisi was a son of a wealthy cloth merchant, a member
of a new generation of middle class born into abundance in northern Italy.
Francis was a normal young man who fought in the commune’s wars and
was well regarded by his peers. However, one night during evening festivities
he was crowned “King of the Revelers.” At that point he had a transformative
experience. He began to slow his walk and later expressed a desire to marry
“Lady Poverty.” From that moment on he began to live a humble life of prayer
and poverty. Much to the consternation of his father, he began to beg in the
streets as an act of humility. When visiting the ruined church of San Damiano
he heard the crucifix order him to repair the church. At once he tried to sell all
of his possessions and went to the bishop with a sizeable sum, which the
bishop refused since Francis was not yet emancipated. Eventually, his father
was forced to disinherit him, leading Francis to strip himself naked and proclaim that henceforth he would have no father save the one in heaven.
Francis’s poverty movement was not unlike others. It began to attract other
children of wealthy merchants in a countercultural sort of way. They called
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themselves the fratres minores or little brothers. It is from this that they
received the name “friars.” They embraced Christ’s command “freely have you
been given; freely give” (cf. Matt. 10: 7–10). In 1210 Francis and eleven of his
friars went to Rome, where they met Innocent III and asked for his approval of
their order and their simple rule. Although Innocent would have preferred that
they simply joined an existing monastic order, in the end he gave oral
approval to the order as well as permission to preach
on matters of morality, but not theology.

As the order spread across Europe church leaders
began to worry how it would continue after Francis’s
death. Scattered as they were, the friars were a
force for good, but they could easily become a
dynamo of heresy as well. Francis’s friend, Cardinal
Hugolino, convinced him to write a rule that would
better organize the order. At last Francis relented
and did as the cardinal asked. The first rule was
rejected, but in 1223 the Regula secunda was
approved. Although Francis was willing to streamline things, he was not willing to give on first princiA fresco of St. Francis of
ples—in particular the emphasis on the individual
Assisi in Sacro Speco, Mount
friar and the freedom from all wealth. The following
Subiaso, Italy.
year Francis received the stigmata and in 1226 he
died. Already he could see the changes in the order, which he accepted but
also lamented. In his Testament he reiterated his love for the clergy of the
Church “even if they persecute me.”
The Franciscan Order adapted and changed after the death of its founder. In
1245 Pope Innocent IV declared that the friars could use property owned by
the papacy. This, in effect, allowed them to have chapter houses and churches. Indeed, the foundation stone of the magnificent basilica of St. Francis in
Assisi was laid only two years after Francis’s death. Although Francis was
suspicious of learning, the order soon embraced it. Franciscan friars were
among the most learned masters in Europe’s growing universities.
At about the same time that Francis was building his order, another man,
Dominic, was doing something similar. Dominic was a canon regular in
Castile. Innocent III was impressed with his learning and piety and therefore
sent him to southern France to preach against the Cathar heresy. While there
(1205–1215), he adopted a life of poverty in opposition to the perfecti. He
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The Franciscan order grew at an extraordinary rate.
Unlike existing orders, Francis insisted that the friars
own nothing: no lands, no building, nothing. The friars were sent out two-by-two, just as Christ had
commanded, and given missions to preach and care
for the poor. Unlike the Waldensians, Francis also
insisted that the friars give every deference to clergy.
He loved the Church and her sacraments. The
Franciscans with their poverty, simple ways, and
devotion to the Church became a powerful counterweight to heretical poverty movements.

gathered a following of likeminded men who also wished to live in apostolic
poverty. The difference with the Franciscans, though, was that these fratres
ordinis praedicatorum were well-educated and prepared to preach on theology. In 1216 Innocent III confirmed the order. Although the Dominicans had no
property, they were willing from the start to have the use of property. Each
Dominican priory had a school to educate future Dominicans. It was natural
for them, therefore, to move into the universities. Indeed, the greatest scholar
of the universities, St. Thomas Aquinas, was himself a Dominican. They were
also crucial to the inquisition.

The Miracle of Fanjeaux
by Pedro Berruguete, ca. 1480
This fifteenth-century painting
depicts Saint Dominic subjecting
the books of the Cathars and
those of the Catholics to trial
by fire. The Catholic books
were rejected three times by
the flames.
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The friars were an urban phenomenon in their inception, but they soon
spread out to the countryside as well. As missionary orders they spread the
Catholic faith across Europe and later around the world. They were responsible for bringing the new vitality of the lay piety movements within the structure
of the Catholic Church.
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Questions
1. From what does the name “friars” derive?
2. What was the major difference between the Franciscans and
the Dominicans?

Suggested Reading
Lawrence, C.H. The Friars: The Impact of the Early Mendicant Movement on
Western Society. London: Longman Publishing Group, 1994.

Other Books of Interest
Lambert, Malcolm. Franciscan Poverty: The Doctrine of Absolute Poverty of
Christ and the Apostles in the Franciscan Order, 1210–1323. Olean, NY:
Franciscan Institute Publications, 1998.
Vicaire, Marie-Humbert. Saint Dominic and His Times. London: Darton,
Longman & Todd, 1964.
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Lecture 14:
The Black Death and Its Legacy

The Suggested Reading for this lecture is Philip Ziegler’s The Black Death.

n 1300, Pope Boniface VIII declared a Jubilee Year in Rome.
Thousands of pilgrims from across Europe flocked to the city to
pray, tour, and receive their indulgence. On the heels of an economic, intellectual, and population expansion during the twelfth
century, it seemed that the fourteenth century would be even brighter. But it
would be the most trying time that Europe had experienced since the ninthcentury invasions. The papacy left Rome for Avignon and then divided behind
two warring popes. England and France began the bloody Hundred Years
War. Out of work mercenary bands roamed the countryside. The Mongols
approached from the East. And worst of all, there came the Black Death.
In 1300 the population of Europe was at an all-time high. A period of global
warming allowed for more lands under cultivation and longer growing periods.
We have already seen how this led to the clearing of more forests and the
use of more land. By 1300 this trend had reached its limit. Given the current
technologies, the food production could not be easily increased and so the
population growth slowed. Beginning in the fourteenth century the planet
experienced a cooling period, which caused more rain and less food. In 1315
famines hit Europe, causing food prices to swell fivefold. This caused largescale starvation and social upheaval. The north was particularly hard hit.

LECTURE FOURTEEN

At least there was no plague. In fact, Europe had not been hit by plague for
many centuries. This was largely due to its relative isolation. However, the
rapid expansion of long-term trade meant that new diseases were being
brought aboard vessels and deposited into Europe. Scholars still argue over
the precise disease or diseases that hit Europe during the Black Death. The
sources for symptoms and conditions are not scientific. And, in any event,
scholars are not doctors. Traditionally it has been assumed that the Black
Death was a mixture of Bubonic Plague and Pneumonic Plague. In the last
several decades some scholars have challenged this assumption, claiming
that it was some other disease, perhaps one that is now eradicated. Since the
weight of evidence still favors the traditional assumptions, we will use them
here. It, of course, makes no difference regarding the effects of the plague.
The plague came to Europe aboard fleas who fed on rats who slipped
aboard merchant vessels. It originated in China and made its way along the
silk road to Crimea by 1345. From there Genoese vessels transported the
rats (unintentionally, of course) to Constantinople and then Italy in 1347. The
disease first showed up in Italian port cities, but then over the course of the
next few years spread across Europe. The disease was recognizable by large
black swellings that appeared on the lymph nodes on the neck, armpits, or
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groin. These “bubos” gave the disease its name. Lancing the swelling gave a
chance for survival, but most people died. The disease mutated into a pneumonic form, which was transferred not by flea bites but through the air. This
version was highly contagious and extremely deadly. One could catch it in
the morning and be dead by evening. Cities and towns were the hardest hit
because of the close quarters and poor sanitation. Between 1347 and 1349
60 percent or more of the people living in Rome, Milan, Paris, and Venice
were killed by the disease. People understood that it was contagion, but most
were not in a position to do much about it. Houses stood empty and bodies
littered the streets, which introduced other health risks. Those who could,
fled. Clergy, who cared for the sick, died in great numbers—especially the
mendicants who worked with the poorest of the poor.
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Rural areas were not as hard hit, but they did not escape the disease either.
Altogether about 30 percent of the rural population died. Some villages or
areas were completely destroyed, becoming uninhabited ghost towns.
Depopulated manors fell into ruins. Other areas, though, had much lighter
damage. By 1350, between 40 percent and 50 percent of Europe’s population
was dead, some forty million people. A catastrophe like that was bound to
have far-reaching effects—and it did. One of the initial reactions was to conclude that it was the judgment of God against a sinful people. Cities responded with processions of relics, fasts, and prayers. Flagellant groups began to
organize and spread throughout Europe. These ascetics would whip themselves and each other to atone for the sins of the people. Although they were
very popular, Pope Clement VI condemned them in 1349. He also condemned the other popular response, which was to blame Jews for poisoning
the wells. The pope insisted that Jews be left in peace, but his words were
generally ignored.

The fast-spreading Bubonic Plague dramatically altered fourteenth-century life. From twenty-five to
fifty million Europeans died during the pandemic.
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A chromolithograph depicting members of the Brothers of Christianity (who
were flagellants) from Doornik, Flanders (now Tournai, Belgium). They are performing a scourging to rid the town of plague, ca. 1349. (Reproduced from a
fourteenth-century Spanish manuscript.)
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The economy of Europe was obviously shaken by the loss of so many people. The imbalance between food supply and population was dramatically
rectified. Indeed, land and food now became abundant and cheap while it
was labor to work it that became expensive. Land owners were forced to
compete with towns for labor, which drove up wages and the deals that peasants could make. It also meant a better and more varied diet for the survivors. High labor costs combined with a vibrant economy led Europeans
down a path not yet traveled by any other civilization. They had a clear desire
for labor-saving devices. These new inventions, such as improvements in
water wheel construction, textile manufacture, and ocean-worthy vessels,
would dramatically increase the standard of living in Europe and ultimately
lead to global expansion. Some scholars have argued that the Black Death
actually led to a shifting of gears in European society, moving into a higher
gear that would lead to a completely new level of progress. That may be. But
at the time Europeans were burying their dead and seeking some solace in a
world that seemed to have become unhinged. Reform was clearly necessary.
And they now had the tools to undertake it.



FOR GREATER UNDERSTANDING

Questions
1. How did the Black Death manifest itself?
2. What was the effect of the plague on Europe’s economy?

Suggested Reading
Ziegler, Philip. The Black Death. New York: Harper Perennial, 1971.

Other Books of Interest
Jordan, William Chester. The Great Famine: Northern Europe in the Early
Fourteenth Century. Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1996.
Lerner, Robert E. The Age of Adversity. Ithaca, NY: Cornell University
Press, 1968.
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Suggested Readings for This Course:
The following books provide an excellent supplement to the lectures in
this course:
Nicholas, David. The Evolution of the Medieval World: Society, Government
and Thought in Europe, 312–1500. Upper Saddle River, NJ: Longman
Publishing Group, 1992.
Riddle, John M. A History of the Middle Ages: 300–1500. Lanham, MD:
Rowman & Littlefield, 2008.
Tierney, Brian, and Sidney Painter. Western Europe in the Middle Ages:
300–1475, 6th ed. Columbus, OH: McGraw-Hill, 1998.
Suggested Readings for Lectures in This Course:
Baldwin, John W. The Scholastic Culture of the Middle Ages, 1000–1300.
Prospect Heights, IL: Waveland Press, 1997.
Dunn, Marilyn. The Emergence of Monasticism: From the Desert Fathers to
the Early Middle Ages. Malden, MA: Wiley-Blackwell, 2003.
Erlande-Brandenburg, Alain. The Cathedral: The Social and Architectural
Dynamics of Construction. Cambridge University Press, 2009.
Gies, Frances, and Joseph Gies. Marriage and the Family in the Middle
Ages. New York: Harper Perennial, 1989.
Heather, Peter. Goths and Romans: AD 332–489. New York: Oxford
University Press, USA, 1992.
Jackson, W.T.H. The Literature of the Middle Ages. New York: Columbia
University Press, 1984.
Laistner, Max Ludwig Wolfram. Thought and Letters in Western Europe, A.D.
500 to 900. 2nd ed. Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 1966.
Lawrence, C.H. The Friars: The Impact of the Early Mendicant Movement on
Western Society. London: Longman Publishing Group, 1994.
Lopez, Robert. The Commercial Revolution of the Middle Ages, 950–1350.
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2008.
Pelikan, Jaroslav. The Excellent Empire: The Fall of Rome and the Triumph
of the Church. New York: HarperCollinsPublishers, 1989.
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Peters, Edward. Inquisition. Berkeley: University of California Press, 1989.
Strayer, Joseph R. Feudalism. Malabar, FL: Krieger Publishing Co., 1979.
———. On the Medieval Origins of the Modern State. 2nd ed. Princeton:
Princeton University Press, 2005.
Ziegler, Philip. The Black Death. New York: Harper Perennial, 1971.
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Other Books of Interest:
Barber, Malcolm. The Cathars: Dualist Heretics in Languedoc in the High
Middle Ages. London: Longman, 2000.
Bisson, Thomas N. Medieval Representative Institutions: Their Origins and
Nature. New York: Dryden Press, 1973.
Bloch, Marc. Feudal Society. Vol. 1: The Growth and Ties of Dependence.
2nd ed. New York: Routledge, 1989.
———. Feudal Society. Vol. 2: Social Classes and Political Organisation.
2nd ed. New York: Routledge, 1989.
Bogin, Meg. The Women Troubadours: An Introduction to the Women Poets
of 12th-century Provence and a Collection of Their Poems. New York:
W.W. Norton & Co., 1980.
Bony, Jean. French Gothic Architecture in the Twelfth and Thirteenth
Centuries. Berkeley: University of California Press, 1985.
Brooke, Christopher N.L. The Medieval Idea of Marriage. New York: Oxford
University Press, USA, 1989.
Chapman, Dom John. St. Benedict and the Sixth Century. Indianapolis, IN:
Sheed & Ward, 1929.
Clarke, Maude V. Medieval Representation and Consent: A Study of Early
Parliaments in England and Ireland, with Special Reference to the Modus
tenendi parliamentum. London: Russell & Russell, 1964.
Cowdrey, H.E.J. The Cluniacs and Gregorian Reform. Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 1970.
Daly, Lowrie J. The Medieval University: 1200–1400. Indianapolis, IN: Sheed
& Ward, 1961.
Duckett, Eleanor S. Alcuin: Friend of Charlemagne: His World and His Work.
New York: Macmillan, 1951.
Ganshof, F.L. Feudalism. Reprint. Trans. Philip Grierson. Toronto: University
of Toronto Press, 1996.
Gimpel, Jean. The Cathedral Builders. Trans. Teresa Waugh. New York:
Perennial, 1992.
Hanawalt, Barbara A. The Ties That Bound: Peasant Families in Medieval
England. New York: Oxford University Press, USA, 1989.
Haskins, Charles Homer. The Rise of the Universities. Piscataway, NJ:
Transaction Publishers, 2001 (1923).
Hunt, Edwin S., and James M. Murray. A History of Business in Medieval
Europe. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1999.
Jordan, William Chester. The Great Famine: Northern Europe in the Early
Fourteenth Century. Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1996.
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Other Books of Interest (continued):
Lambert, Malcolm. Franciscan Poverty: The Doctrine of Absolute Poverty of
Christ and the Apostles in the Franciscan Order, 1210–1323. Olean, NY:
Franciscan Institute Publications, 1998.
Leclercq, Jean. The Love of Learning and the Desire for God: A Study of
Monastic Culture. New York: Fordham University Press, 1982.
Lerner, Robert E. The Age of Adversity. Ithaca, NY: Cornell University
Press, 1968.
Loomis, Roger. The Development of Arthurian Romance. Mineola, NY: Dover
Publications, 2000.
McKitterick, Rosamond. The Frankish Church and the Carolingian Reforms.
Lincoln, UK: The Lincoln Record Society, 1977.
Peters, Edward. Torture. Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1996.
Pirenne, Henri. Medieval Cities: Their Origins and the Revival of Trade.
Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1969.
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Canonists. New York: Hyperion Press, 1981.
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These books are available online through www.modernscholar.com
or by calling Recorded Books at 1-800-636-3399.
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